
ñRemarkably Effective Classroom Discipline 

Strategies That Worké On Us!ò











These are the kids who do the 
right thing ---

ALWAYS!!!





These are the kids who 

do the right thing ---

SOMETIMES???





These are the kids who do the right 
thing ---

NEVER!!!

Also, NEVER sick.



ñTeachers have 

the most 

difficult job in 

Americaò
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Proactive 
Strategies

Reactive 
Strategies

Timeò2óBe Proactive



Philosophical Assumptions
ɷòKids donõt care how much you know, until they know how much you                
careó Madeline Hunter

Setting The Stage



Punishment does not 

change behaviors!

If it did, there would be no 

need for prisons.



Discipline the behavior, 

not the students.
ÅThere is much more to discipline than 

punishment.

ÅGive kids enough rope to burn 

themselves, but not hang themselves.

ÅThere are no bad kids, but there are 

bad behaviors.



Self-Control

The òSMARTRó Response
(Student Mood Assessment and Rapid Teacher 

Response)



Conflict is inevitable.

and

Conflict is essential.



Keeping Cool
Verbal Communication

Calm is Contagious
Silence is Powerful
Tone -Volume -Cadence
Youôll always get 2nd chance

Self Control

Non -Verbal Communication
Personal Space -1 ½ to 3 feet

Body Language

Avoiding Power Struggles
Defending Credibility

Past History

Button Pushing -Parents in stores

I Understand
Probably So
Nevertheless
Iõm Sorry



combat is optional!

Conflict is 
inevitable, but



Classroom Arrangement

ñIf itôs not fixed, break itò



Unconditional Positive Regard

(UPR)

ÅHoneymoon Period

ÅRelationships



Unconditional Positive 

Regard

ÅNon-Contingent Interaction

ÅContingent Interaction



Contingent Interaction

ÂñThanks for turning in your 

assignment.ò

ÂñLook over chapter 14 for 

tomorrowò

ÂñGood job of citing the 

references in your paper.ò

ÂñThatôs not quite right.  Letôs try 

#14 one more time.ò



Non-Contingent Interaction

ÂñHowôs your day going?ò

ÂñWhat is your petôs name?ò

ÂñWhat music have you been 

listening to lately?ò

ÂñGood job in the game last 

night!ò

ÂñAny plans for the weekend?ò



Unconditional Positive Regard

(UPR)

Â Research is clear, if kids know you 
value them as human beings, they 
will return it.

Â A human doing just does stuff for 
you. 

Â A human being will do their all for 
you.

Â Rules without Relationships = 
Rebellion.

Â Extra Curriculas


